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independent student press

Alumnus
promotes
book rental
program
U.S. Rep. Tim Ryan's
bill combats high cost
of college for students
By Amanda Hooper
BEPOSIER

To the average college student,
SI, 140 is a lot of money, especially
when tliat is how much Bowling
Green State University Financial
Aid budgeted for a student to
spend a year on books and supplies.
Students, administrators and now
legislatures are looking for innovative ways to ease the burden.
New legislation in the U.S.
House of Representatives proposed funding a study on reducing these costs through textbook
rental systems. A bill granting a tax
credit for the cost of textbooks was
also proposed this year.
For students shelling out
thousands of dollars to pay college tuition, buying textbooks is
often an afterthought. However,
textbooks and supplies at
four-year public universities
now account for 26 percent of
tuition and fees, according to a
Government Accounting Office
report recenUy released.
The study found that textbooks
prices rose at twice the rate of
inflation for the last two decades.
U.S. Rep. Tim Ryan introduced
the Affordable Books for College
Act this summer to try to combat
the burden. He said he became
aware of the issue through hisclose
work with College Democrats at
Akron University Kent State and
Youngstown State. The act would
start by providing funding for
feasibility studies at colleges to
RENTAL, PAGE 2

Candidates
give stances
on issues at
city forum
Students and
residents try to
improve relationship
By Cassandra Shofar
REPORTER

While strengthening the relationship between students and local
residents can at times be challenging, many city council candidates believe that it is possible.
This issue was among many
during last night's candidate
forum debate held at First United
Methodist Church.
The debate, sponsored by
the League of Women Voters
of Bowling Green, American
Association of University Women,
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce and Undergraduate
Student Government, is held
annually to inform voters about
current issues.
"It's to educate voters and get
more voters to the polls," said
Nicole Messmore,, junior.
A constant issue brought forth
by many of the candidates is the
need to reinforce the relationship
between permanent residents
and university students.
Second Ward candidate Ashley
Gilbert, who is a student at the
University said communication

Greeks tidy
the
town

Ten organizations work
to improve appearance
of the Bowling Green
community
By Ashley Lumm
REPOBIEU

Armed with trash bags and rubber gloves, various Greek members were gathered at the field
house yesterday to clean up the Bowling Green
community
Ten sororities and fraternities, including Phi
Gamma Delta, Phi Mu. Delta Sigma Theta and
members from National Panhellenic Council met
to participate in "Greek Clean Up 2005."
This first-time event was organized by the Delta
Chi fraternity
Members want to make this an annual event,
depending on the success and response of the
community said Stephen Bickerton, a sophomore
and a member of Delta Chi.
Around 100 students, tired and quiet, slowly
arrived to meet for this activity, where it became
apparent they would probably still be sleeping if
they had not participated in this event
But they slowly came around, and the reason for
being there became obvious.
This is the right thing to do," said seniorTiemey
Grayson. "This is a good cause. It is good community service. We are not here because we have
to be. but because we want to help clean up our
community"
Students cleaned up areas on the west side
of Main Street and in the residential areas of
Wooster Street.
President of Delta Chi, John McNamara, said
that they picked that area because they have little
student housing and are mostly Bowling Green
community members.
"We've been wanting to do this for a long time,
and we finally got it together," McNamara said.
"We want to show residents of BG that Greeks care
and want to help out the community We wanted
to combat negative stereo-types of fraternities
and sororities."
McNamara said the area was already pretty
clean, so they literally had to search for more trash
to pick up.
Greek members also cleaned the yard of
Kenwood Elementary school, located near Main
Street.
According to members of Delta Chi, the cleanup was a success, and will take place again next
year,
"Once the residents, University Affairs and the
students see what we did and show their support,
we are hoping for more involvement in the future,"
McNamara said.
Senior and member of Delta Chi, Chris Prokes,
summarized the group's willingness to help.
"Basically we are residents of the community too, so we know it real well,"
Prokes said. "We wanted to give
back because it's a great
place to get an education and a great
place to live."

The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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Showers

Storm subsides,
chaotic fight starts
Officials evacuate
tourists to protect
against looters
ByWIIIWeissert
IHE ASSOCIIItO PRESS

CANCUN, Mexico — Mexicans
and stranded tourists, hungry
and frustrated after a mo-day
beating by Hurricane Wilma,
stood in line to buy supplies
yesterday or simply raided grocery or furniture stores, dragging goods from shops ripped
open by the storm.
The hurricane's steady
march toward southern Florida
meant an end here to two days
of howling winds and torrential rains that shattered windows, peeled away roofing and
sent the ocean crashing into
hotel lobbies. The sun emerged
over Mexico's sugar-white
Caribbean beaches.
But another kind of chaos
took over, as police shot into the
air to scare looters away from
a shopping center, and looters
responded by throwing rocks

and chucks of concrete.
Downtown, officials feared
looters would turn on tourists,
SO they quickly evacuated more
than M) foreigners from a downtown area overrun by people
raiding slores. Military officials
and police stood guard outside
businesses and set up checkpoints to seize stolen goods.
"It's chaos," said fire official
Grcgorio Ve argara. "They are
taking things all over the dry."
One group of residents
pushed carls againsi the boarded-up windows of a grocery
store in an attempt lo break in.

At a convenience store, Cancun

resident Alex Aguilar took batteries and aspirin.
The window was broken, so
we just went in and got what we
wanted," he said.
Others waited in long lines at
the few stores that were open.
Some American tourists without local currency offered $100
bills for S5 calling cards.
Meanwhile, mililary aid conSTORM, PAGE 2

CLEANING TIME
A group of 10 sororities
and fraternities gathered to
clean up the areas on the
west side of Main Street in
Southern BG. One site they
cleaned was the Kenwood
Elementary School.
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GAY PRIDE: Esteban Estrada plays Michelangelo in his one-man
show tilled "The Lesbian and Gay History of the World. Vol 1."

One-man show
portrays history of
gays and lesbians
Source Universal Map
Patrick Maynanl
BGNf«
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Estrada's show
includes singing
acting and dancing
By Cassandra Shofar
REPORTER

A sprightly man made six costume changes as he played
Sappho, Michelangelo, Oscar
Wilde, Gertrude Stein, Sylvia
Rivera and Ellen Degeneres
with such high energy, it
seemed to crackle in the air.
What do all these people
on this timeline have in common?
They are all gay historical
icons and Latin pop singer,
entertainer and showman lade
Esteban Estrada played each
of them in his one-man show
called, "The Lesbian and Gay
History of the World, Vol. 1,"

Friday evening in the Union.
"My show is about fate and
destiny — that there is proof
of fate and destiny.'' Estrada
said. "I want to remind people
inspiration is always sitting
next to you."
Estrada enjoys doing a oneman show, where he changes
into each character and their
clothes while remaining on
stage, as opposed to having
others work on the set with
him.
"Artistically, I can make it
exactly as I want, I can change
it on a dime," Estrada said. "I
enjoy the artistic control and
one of my greatest talents is
transitions.''
Working alongside Jennifer
Lopez at the American Musical
SHOW. PAGE 5
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Meetings provide solutions
the differences in opinions,"
Greaser said, adding that hearing opposing opinions helped
clarify some of the issues and
people's stances on them.
Gail Greaser, an employee
at the First United Methodist
Church, felt that many of the
questions from the audience
thai were c hosen to be asked lo
the candidates by the moderator sounded the same.
"All the questions were in the
same direction ... there was no
diversity," Ciail Greaser said.
Although many questions
were similar, they demonstrated that the public, as well as
the candidates, are concerned
with the relationship between
students and residents and
everything that entails.
Newlove believes students
should continue to participate
in council meetings and candidate debates because their
word is as important as anyone's.
"I think [students'l input is
as relevant as any others," she
added.

COUNCIL. FROM PAGE 1

Is vital
"Students are often looked at
as the problem,'' Gilbert said. "I
would like to hold more town
meetings |ol both studentsand
residents]."
Although Gilbert agrees that
holding more town meetings
isn't the only solution that
needs to be made, she believes
it is a significant element in
finding a resolution.
"At least it'll be an open dialogue between concerned students and concerned citizens."
Gilbert said.
Among the candidates such
as Gordy lleminger. first ward
candidate, lohn Zaufardinn,
second ward councilman and
Gilbert, who think this issue
holds importance and that
communication is key was
Third Ward councilwoman
Megan Ncwlove.
"I think it's communication,
it just keeps going back to thai."
Newlove said, adding that she
believes communication has
improved between students

ASHLEY
HARLETT
CANDIDATE

GORDY
HEMINGER
CANDIDATE

and permanent residents over
the past couple of years.
'Personally I've heard from
residents on the east side of
town telling me they are pursuing relationships with their
Istudent] neighbors," Nevvlove
said. "We have students at
council meetings and more
Students addressing us, I think
that's a good thing to see."
Howling Green employee lana Greaser felt that the
debate was informative to an
extent, but there wasn't enough
lime for each person lo really

get into the questions,
They hail limited response
time, but it was nice to hear

Wilma heads for Florida coast
STORM, FROM PAGE 1

voys rolled into the resort town,
handing out bottled water and
medical aid. City officials distributed food packages of rice,
beans, crackers and cookingoil
to people standing in lines that
stretched for blocks.

Larry Lowman, of Beaufort
S.C., carried away armloads
of emergency supplies for the

ing for food, and they are starling to gel desperate."
The storm knocked out many
of the island's docks, making it
difficult for navy ships to arrive.
State officials were trying to
clear airstrips on Cozumel and
nearby Isla Mujeres so that
planes could land with aid.
President Vicente Fox said the
government would send helicopters, as well.

shelter where he was staying.
"It's an expedition to bring
food for everybody," he said.
There was little food lelt on
the isolated island of Cozumel.
as well, making some people
anxious.
"Right now, there is nothing lo buy on the island." resident Daniela Ayala told The
Associated I'ress by telephone.
"People are in the streets look-
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AMERICAS LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FRATERNITY

Book rental logistics questioned

Can You Solve the Murder Mystery?

ticipant, Appalachian University
in North Carolina, is currently
embroiled in a bitter controversy
between faculty and students
over their textbook rental system,
which has been in place for over
55 years.
Last year, its Faculty Senate
voted to abolish the system, citing
concern for academic freedom.
The system is now under review
by the newly formed University
Bookstore Committee.
Ultimately, students are the
ones who would hopefully benefit
from a textbook rental program.
So, their support is a vital element
to success.
Allison Catalano, junior, who
spent nearly $500 on books,
believed that she would only use a
rental system for certain books.
"I would do it for the introductory level classes that just touch on
topics, but I would probably end
up buying some books so 1 could
reference them in the future, like
for a thesis paper or something
like that." she said
As a bookstore director, Nelson
said once you "do the math," it
might not be as big of a deal as
students think. Some students
already found other creative ways
of cutting their costs.
Thrifty students waited until
classes started to decide if they
really needed an assigned book, or
they try just copy pages of the book
from a friend. Some students shop
on Web sites like campusbooks.
com, which searches a variety of
oilier Web sites to find the best
price for a specific textbook
Even the University bookstore
has purchased books on half.com,
according to Nelson.
For now, the University bookstore is employing a different alternative for cutting textbook cost. It
was chosen to participate in the
Universal Digital Textbook program that offers books in the electronic format The program allows
students to download books for
up to one-third of the price.
The program was new for the
fall 2005 semester. Twenty digital
textbook titles were available for
20 courses. Almost 2,600 students
were enrolled in courses where
they could use the electronic format. The bookstore sold 19 copies.
Initially. Nelson was concerned
that they were not able lo sell
more copies, but said the publishers consider the amount of interest a success.
Nelson said the bookstore
wants to continue to participate
in the digital program, and they
have had no negative feedback
from students or faculty. As far as
participating in a rental system,
he believes there would be many
potential problems to consider at
BGSU. lie believes the programs
may be easier for community
colleges to implement since they
have more uniformity in their
courses and books.
But logistically, the University
bookstore already provides a
form book rental as financial aid
for post-secondary high school
students, as well as for athletes,
with the aid of Student Athlete
Services.
Garnering faculty support and
finding the funds are still concerns, but for Ryan optimism runs
high for this innovative way for
Congress to support higher education.
"Let's get this up and running"
he said. "We spend $1.5 billion a
week in Iraq. It is only going to cost
around $30 million to try this."

Come to Founders on Wednesday,

BGNEWS

October 26th, 2005

BRIEFING
THE BG DtWS

from 4:30-7:00 p.m.

USG to sponsor a
dress code forum

RENTAL, FROM PAGE 1

explore the possibility of implementing a successful textbook
rental program.
Some colleges across the country have a long tradition of textbook rental programs At least 20
such programs exist, according to
the National Association of College
Bookstores.
Ryan, a lit .si I alumnus thinks
Bowling Green Slate University Ls
the type of school thai would benefit from the Affordable Books for
College Act and the loan it would
provide to start a rental service.
"A school like BG is the perfect
school, not huge like Ohio State,
but not a small liberal arts college,"
he said. "1 think the schools where
we really need ihis are where average middle-class people go and
need ihis help."
However, BC-SU bookstore
director Jeff Nelson foresees three
stumbling blocks with the idea of
textbook rental: start-up costs, faculty and students.
"Let's say it costs 6 million dollars to start-up, where are we going
to get thai money? It could very
well cost that much." he said.
Ryan's bill proposed giving up
to 50 eligible schools S25.000 to
participate in a feasibility study.
If the study found that the school
could be successful, then the
Department of Education would
grant the Institution a loan of up to
2.5 million dollars, interest free.
Southeast Missouri Stale provides a rental system and covers die costs of their program by
charging student SI7.25 a course.
Ian Gasman, director of their
bookstore, said she could not
imagine the cosls of starling a new
rental system since the school has

"I think the schools
where we really
need [the Affordable
Books for College
Act] are where
average middleclass people go and
need this help."
U.S. REP TIM RYAN, BGSU ALUM

had one since its founding.
"But, if I were to start some
place else, I would start with the
lower level classes that a lot of
students take," she suggested. "In
our program, all sections of a class
have to use the same Ixwk"
Convincing faculty to agree
on the same textbooks could be
another problem. Often rental systems are met with skepticism by
faculty who fear they will lose academic freedom in choosing the
proper course material.
"We don't pick the books at the
bookstore," said Ndsoa" Wha' ve
do is based on what the faculty
wants to da They would have to
buy in to it."
I le said that faculty would have
to be able to agree on a uniform
book choice and they would have
to agree to use the book for a certain number of years for the system to economically work.
But, Congressman Ryan doesn't
fed that faculty should prevent
measures that would help students save money.
"I've never been a teacher, so I
don't know what all the roadblocks
would be, but I would think at
some level they would want to
participate in this," he said.
Another rental program par-

Go online to view our 2C
pictures, map of locations, paperwork, and otl
info to make your search easier.
Or stop by Office for listing:

1045 N. Main Suite B
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-5800 - info@meccabg.com
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An open forum to discuss local club's dress codes
will be held tonight at 730
p.m. in Olscamp 10IB.
Representatives from Junction
Bar and Grill, Uptown/
Downtown and Student
Legal Services will participate in a panel discussion.
The Undergraduate Student
Government is sponsoring
tneewjit.
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GREEKS SHOW PRIDE IN WHAT THEY STAND FOR
Today's theme for New Member Greek Week is "Wear Your
Greek Pride." Greek students are asked to wear something
that represents their chapter, and check in at the Union
tables from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. New Member Greek Council
also asks that Greeks attend the DUI speaker in the Union
Ballroom at 9:15 p.m.

seta

www.bcnews.coin/campus

CAMPUS

FALCON FUNNY Writer found innocent

Tife

SIUC student accused
of fabricating articles
broke no law

calendar of events

By Kevin HcDermott
KM

9:00 am
Art Gallery Exhibit: "Architecture:
Design Studios: Selected Works"
Union Gallery

SPRINGFIELD, III. - A woman
who fabricated an elaborate
story about a non-existent soldier in Iraq may have embarrassed the student newspaper
at Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, but she apparently
didn't break any laws there.
That's the conclusion of a
prosecutor in Carbondale, who
said last Monday he would pass
onpursuingany criminal charges against lainiie Reynolds.
Reynolds has admitted she
made up the story of a little girl
whose published letters to her

10:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.
Amnesty International Recruitment
Union Lobby
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Asian American Film Festival Info.
Sponsored by Asian Communities
United
Union Lobby
11.00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega Table
Sponsored by Greek Affairs
Union Lobby

11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Halloween Candy Grams
Fundraiser by Sigma Kappa for
Alzheimer's research.
Union Lobby
11:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
Haunted House Tickets
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha
Union Lobby
11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Blood Drive: Blood Bowl IV
Promotion
Sponsored by the BGSU American
Red Cross Chapter
Union Lobby

When confronted after the
hoax was exposed, Reynolds
told reporters she carried it out
to help the career of a friend on
the campus newspaper staff.
That friend denies he was in
on the scheme and maintains
he was among those Reynolds
duped with the story.
Wepsiec, the state's attorney,
said his review of the police
report on the incident focused
on the question of "whether
there was any money involved"
in the hoax, which could have
elevated it to criminal fraud.
SlUC's School of Journalism
is reviewing the incident, but
director Walter lachnig said
there had been no disciplinary
action of any student or faculty
member in connection with
the hoax.

IrHOUR PfT.Srnp TnuSomct. iGiuuuunwhL

11:1)0 a.m. ■ 2:00 p.m.
Second Annual Muslim Student
Association Fast-a-Thon
Fundraiser for Katrina Hurricane
victims. For more information contact: mamoona@bgsu.edu
Union Lobby
11:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
"Wear Your Greek Pride" Check-in
Table
Sponsored by Greek Affairs
Union Lobby

father overseas riveted readers
of the campus newspaper The
Daily Egyptian for two years.
"I can't see a crime here,"
lackson County State's Attorney
Michael Wepsiec said last
Monday after reviewing a report
from the SIUC campus police
department compiled on the
hoax after Reynolds' story finally
collapsed this summer.
The Daily Egyptian first wrote
in 2003 about 8-year-old Kodee
Kennings' stmggle to deal with
her father's departure to Iraq.
Reynolds, going by the name
Colleen I lastings, presented the
girl as her niece, and they both
became close friends with students and faculty at the newspaper. Over the next two years, the
paper published stories about,
and columns by "Kodee."
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TIRE SAVINGS
Jordan Flower BGNews
LOTS OF LAUGHS: Comedian John Heffron drew in a nearly packed
house Saturday night to cap off Falcon Family Weekend.
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Free tickets to Friday and Saturday night concerts
for the first 25 students to call (419) 372-2685

BGSU College of Musical Arts
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festival.bgsu.edu

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
UPS Recruiting
Sponsored by the Career Center
Union Lobby
l-Jviwnounti
Noon- 1:00p.m.
Caring for yourself while caring
for others: A support group
Women's Center. 108A Hanna Hall
5:00 p.m.
ARTalks presents Annie Sprinkle
Annie Sprinkle is a performance
artist/sexologist. She has
researched sexuality for thirty
years, and has shared her findings through producing and
starring in her own sex films and
one woman shows, photographic
work, teaching workshops and
college lectures.
Olscamp Room 101A
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
USG — Discussion of Downtown
Club Dress Code
What is your opinion on the
Downtown Club Dress Code?
Come to Undergraduate Student
Government where fellow
Students and Club Owners will
discuss the Dress Code. Let Your
Voice Be Heard!
For more information contact:
usg@bgsu.edu

Olscamp 101

JUNGS ISLAND
Actors
Lyancers
Musicians
Characters
Vocalists
I ecnnicians

www.pkl.eini

EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

BGSU

8:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Catholic Newman Club meeting
All are welcome. For more info
check out our Web site W.9JI
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organizations/st_toms/cnc/newman.
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8:30 p.m.
Charla y Muso
Jeff Peplinski: "Capoeira: The
Brazilian War Dance," with music
by Los Motecas.
Black Swamp Pub
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QUOTEl .VQHOTK

OPINION

"I think, if you were to hold the vote today,
she would not get a majority, either in the
Judiciary Committee or on the floor."
Sen. Charles Schumer (I)-N.Y.) on the likelihood of Harriet Miers'confirmation
(AwxaMdtai)

STAI'K KDITOIilAL IIOSTOX UNlVERSITi

House shows love for gun industry
The United States took a great
leap backward when the House
of Representatives passed a bill
that shields gun manufacturers
and dealers from all types of liability lawsuits, while in the same
week another country, Brazil, is
holding a referendum to ban all
types ol'firearms.
The overwhelming majority of
the House, with a vote of 283
to 144, supported the bill, which
goes against the entire legal
premise of this country* justice
system. Ihe whole point of the

;

Yflll
YOU nFCIIlF
DECIDE
Should the U.S. have more
restrictions on gun
ownership? Send an e-mail to
fhenews@bgnews.com or post
feedback on our Web site.
judicial system is to have judges
and juries decide on such matters, not politically motivated
politicians.
When President Bush signs
the bill into law, manufacturers

will not face the amount of frivofrivo
lous lawsuits that are now being
made against them, but they may
also be less inclined to manufacture guns with sufficient warning
labels, and bring into the market
defected guns.
The law might one day strike
down a legitimate lawsuit against
a gun manufacturer when that
manufacturer may actually be
liable. Though some lawsuits
against gun manufacturers may
l>e frivolous, this will discount
any potential legitimate cases.

influence that
The heavy influenced
at the
National Rifle Association has on
lawmakers became clearer when
the bill passed; it shows diat lawmakers are more concerned with
the well-being of this organization than their constinients.
It sends a bad message to the
world on the legality of guns, especially coming from a country as
democratic as the United States.
It might encourage the improper
manufacturing of firearms, with
less regard for safety concerns,
and may, in fact, increase gun

production altogether.
The passage of the "cheeseburger bill," which prevents frivolous lawsuits against fast-food
restaurants, is more acceptable,
because it does not involve the
legality of producing weapons
responsible for most homicides
in the OS.
To pass such a bill is almost
to say that lawmakers are trying to stimulate gun use, rather
than control it, even though last
year guns were responsible for
almost 8,000 deaths nationwide,

while knives
knives and
and other
other method;
methods
while
of homicide accounted for less
than 3,000 fatalities nationwide.
The bill is not necessary to
keep the U.S. arms industry in
business.
The disappointing message
the federal government is sending, aside from the fact that they
have shown their willingness to
pass a bill that could potentially
violate the Constitution, is their
support for an industry that
helps contribute to violence in
this country.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Men better suited
ON THE STREET for the presidency
AlcoholEdu
beneficial for
all students
As project director for
AlcoholEdu, I would like

to address Emily

Wirth's concerns expressed in
a recent letter to the Kdilor.
Wirth is a member of a sorority who feels Greeks are being
"picked on" by being asked to
take Alc.iholF.du, an on-line
alcohol education course.
As a member of a Greek organization, Wirth should be aware
that many national Greek chapters have made (or are making)
their members take AlcoholEdu.
Alcohol abuse is a concern of
those who hold national leadership positions in Greek organizations, not just at BGSU.
Wirth should feel proud that
both her national Greek organization arid BGSU take such an
interest in her well being.
Those of us who work in the
high-risk alcohol prevention
field would be thrilled if the data
would show that members of
Greek organizations are below
other high-risk groups.
It would be a testament to all
of the education and prevention efforts put forth by national
Greek organizations and BGSU.
Unfortunately, the data consistently show first-year students,
Greeks and student athletes to
In- at most risk.
We are not holding Greeks
separate from other high-risk
groups, lust as all (ireek members don't "binge" drink, neither
do all first-year students and
student athletes.
But. an extremely high number of students from these
groups do participate in highrisk drinking. That's the reality.
Alcohollidu will benefit everyone, even those who don't fall
into the high-risk category.
I also find an interesting contradiction in Emilys letter where
she states that AlcoholEdu is "a
go<xl idea" for first-year students
to take, but not Greeks.
I low can she make this distinction when Ixitli groups participate
in this behavior? Is she not "picking on" first-year students?
Emily also questioned wily, as a
senior, site had to take AlcoholEdu.
My response to her would be
that (ireek organizations pride
themselves on helping others
and serving as role models (at
least that's what it was when I
was a member of a sorority, and I
suspect it still holds true).
By further educating herself
on alcohol issues as a senior

(ireek member, perhaps she
could better mentor younger
members in her chapter as to
the dangers of high-risk drinking and could be part of the
solution.
DR. TERRY L RETNER
PROFESSOR
trentne^bgsu.edu

Senate vote
makes poor
use of money
On Thursday the U.S.
Senate voted against
three anti-pork spending
amendments to the highway
bill offered by Senator Tom
Coburn of Oklahoma.
Eighty six senators voted
against the bill, while only 13
supported it.
According to information
from the internet blog, Tapscott's
Copy IX-sk "the Coburn amendments would have repealed
$500,000 previously authorized
for a sculpture park in Seattle,
Washington, $200,000 to build
an animal shelter in Westerly,
Rhode Island, and $200,000 to
build a parking lot in Omaha,
Nebraska, and re-directed the
funds to help pay instead for
Hurricane Katrina recovery."
(hnp:'/www.tapscottscopydesk.
blogspot.com/)
Eighty six senators including
Ohio's Mike Dcwine and George
Voinovich think it is more
important to build a sculpture
in SeatUe instead of rebuilding
die Gulf Coast; they would rather
house animals and build a parking lot instead of helping hurricane victims.
Maybe it's time to give your
senators a call.
JASON BOWMAN
STUDENT
jbowman@bgsu.edu

USG should
show support
for candidates
The preamble of
Undergraduate Student
Government constitution says the undergraduate
students in the organization
will "represent our needs, interests, and opinions as students,
to ensure our rights as citizens
of the University Community,"
and "promote unity, coop-
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eration, goodwill, and equality
among all students."
I am curious to know how
many students have seen this
statement before.
I'm more curious to know
how many USG members have
seen this statement. Normally I
would applaud the president of
USG for taking action, but not
diis time. In fact, I'm outraged
by his latest actions.
There are two undergraduate
students who are currendy seeking seats on Bowling Green City
Council.
One, Ashley Hariett, is seeking
to represent the First Ward which
includes nearly all of campus
and the student predominant
neighborhoods to the north.
The other. Ashley Gilbert, is
seeking to represent the Second
Ward, which has an ever increasing student population.
These are die only two students
seeking to serve on city council.
A priority of USG has been the
relationship between the city
residents and students.
I cannot think of a better way
to improve relations within the
community than to elect a student to the city's governing body.
The opportunity currently
exists for students to elect not
just one, but two students to city
council this November.
Two voices will be more powerful than one. It seems simple
to me that a student is the best
person to "represent our needs,
interests and opinions."
Where have I seen that statement before?
Of course, in the USG
Constitution.
We've been told that it is not a
Republican or Democrat tiling
but a common sense tiling
So why doesn't the president
of Undergraduate Student
Government practice some
common sense and support two
qualified students? Maybe the
president should take another
look at the constitution he swore
to uphold.
Since 1991, the First Ward has
been represented by a student
or someone who was a student
when elected. The Second Ward
has never been represented by a
student.
Do we want to turn the clock
back by electing a non:student
now? Or do we take charge and
elect a pair of students to make
Bowling Green a more positive
place to live and go to school?
I think the answer is simple,
and I hope you do as well.
JIM WASH
STUDENT
jwasil@bgsu.edu
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How old is loo old to
go trick-or-treating?

TREY
CALIVA

VAVire (Columnist
Daily Toreador
Texas Tedi

JESSICA SUTTON
FRESHMAN, INTEGRATED

LANGUAGE ARTS
"You're never too old."

A

COURTNEY JORDAN
SOPHOMORE, INTEGRATED
LANGUAGE ARTS

"I think we should
be able to go forever
because we're all kids
at heart."

CHELSEA MACADAMS
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Until you're 40,
because you have to
go with your kids."

JESSE LOWE
S0F>H0M0RE, CRIMINAL
JUSTICE

"Anyone older than 35
trick-or-treating I'd
consider a
pedophile."

One month ago, Angela
Merkel narrowly defeated incumbent Gerhard
Schroeder in Germany's
national elections.
The real shock was not in the
close election that briefly sent
the country into political chaos;
it was the election of Germany's
first female chancellor.
it is not much of a surprise
that Merkel won, regardless of
gender, because she is a member of the Christian Democratic
Union, Germany's leading conservative party.
The biggest question now is:
Can America be next?
In fact, several political
pundits have speculated that
the 2008 presidential election
could feature two female candidates running against each
other. Several recent polls have
publicized that a majority of
Americans would vote for a
female president.
There is a strong difference,
however, between whether you
would do something and whether it is a good idea.
Simply put, a woman isn't
suited to be president of the
United States.
As the leader of the free
world, the position of president demands a great deal.
Enormous pressures must be
endured daily; important decisions with far-reaching consequences are required consistently from the office. Therefore, the
president of the United States
must be able to handle it.
Men, in general, can think and
lead with reclusion from their
own personal feelings, something by and large not possible
for a woman. Anyone who has
ever dealt with a woman or been
forced to watch lifetime, knows
they don't hide their emotions.
Tough choices sometimes will
have to be made. In that case,
would it be wise to deal with
someone who could potentially
be emotionally unstable?
Typically, when trouble enters
a situation, what you most want
to see is a fatherly figure to tell
you that it is going to be all right.
Mom can comfort you, but
Dad's going to make sure that
you are safe.
In the at tet 111. it I] of Sept.

11, as the subject of military
response came to the forefront
of American debate, would a
woman have the same ability to
send UOOpS into battle? Women
maintain a much closer bond
to their children than do men.
Would a woman president be
prepared to send America's soldiers to war?
(hi die National Organization
for Women Web site, www.now.
org, you will find not only a
menagerie of ultra-liberal ideology, hut a banner stating that
"peace is a feminist issue."
Under that banner, I found
that the organization states
President Bush exploited the
Sept. 11 attacks to push a "rightwing political agenda." Since
when does a response to attacks
on our country promote the
agenda of the Republican Party?
Although war is never the
answer, total unmitigated pacifism is not the way to appear on
top of the situation.
The world political scene
remains one dominated by men.
Only a handful of women have
ever touched the higher end of
world politics.
Thatcher and Indira Ghandi
both ran the governments of
England and India, respectively.
Although they both did remarkable jobs, neither was in charge
of a superpower.
People look to the United
States for guidance. A woman
president would show weakness
among other nations.
Counties in the Arab world
still have laws severely restricting
die rights of women. Although
strides toward equality have
been made in several of those
countries, our most strident enemies remain severely prejudice
against women.
Think Osama Bin Laden and
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi don't
like us now? Wait until Madam
President is sitting in the White
House Anti-American sentiment, which runs to the heart of
Islamic fundamentalism, would
further be incensed.
That doesn't mean, however,
diat women shouldn't have their
place in the federal government.
I think a woman would be
rather effective, for women's
issues and domestic policy, in
the vice presidency.
Let the president tackle our
interests abroad, and let the vice
president take care of business
at home.
The worid needs to become
accustomed to the idea, and
until that time arrives, the presidency remains an unsuitable job
for a woman.
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Estrada assumes identities
SHOW, FROM PAGE 1
and Dramatic Academy in New
York, Estrada became talented
at singing, dance, acting and
comedy which he enjoys exercising in his one-man shows.
"Personally, I enjoyed singing in Spanish, but there's just
so much more I wanted to do,"
Estrada explained. "I feel like a
lot of artists are cheated about
who they are... I think it's beautiful when artists can do multiple things."
Many people may wonder
what inspired Estrada to represent each of the icons he has
chosen.
"1 really love history and I love
historical characters," Estrada
said. "I was bored."
I le also added that he loves to
study human behavior which
seems to be captured in the
choreography of each of his
characters.
"IHuman behavior] fascinates me," Estrada said.
Prior to the show, Nicky
Damania, Graduate Assistant
in the Center Multicultural and
Academic Initiative for LGBTAQ Programs and Services, anticipated Estrada's performance.
"He's a very high-energy individual, so this show will be phenomenal," said Damania, who
brought Estrada to the campus
for his first time. "He got really
good reviews from other colleges."

"It was very
impressive, I never
really came to a
show like this. It
surprised me... I
didn't realize how
many [historical!
people were gay."
NA0K0 SHIMIZU, GRAD STUDENT
After Estrada's vigorous presentation, many people left the
room with not only a more educated view of homosexuality,
but a more educated view of
themselves.
"It was very impressive, I
never really came to a show like
this," said University graduate student Naoko Shimi/u "It
surprised me ... I didn't realize
how many Ihistoricall people
were gay."
Estrada seemed very down
to earth, sitting after his show,
signing autographs for everyone while chit-chatting with
each person.
Among the people surrounding him was Owens freshman Emily Carros, who was
also awed by Estrada's performance.
"He was outrageous and he
kept people's attention," she
said. "I think he's really trying
to educate people. He educated
me."

STOP
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HELPING OUT: Tammy Smith, left, and Mark Smith help move belongings from the Landrys' home
on Conneaut Avenue as part of a volunteer cleanup. The home caught tire Thursday, Oct. 13.

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good locations]

Serves as pep band to selected basketball and hockey games
during the 2005-2006 season. Auditions will be Sunday.
October 30. Sign up tor an audition time and pick up music
starting Wednesday, October 26 in the Band Office
(Room 1010 Musical Alls).

319 K. WooMcr Mrwi. Bowling (irrtrn. OH
I "i -Hi <| Across I fiii I.K" Kill.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-1260
Hourv Mundi) to Fridxt 8:30- lo 5:30 • Saturdat • X:30 to 5:00
»M«.johnnewl<rtfrnlestatr.cfim
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Students selected to perform with the Athletic Bands will
be paid for their participation In the 2004-2005 season as
well as receive one course credit in the spring semester.

Sunday, Nov. 6

1 7:00-9:00 p.n.

Sunday, Nov. 13 J> 7:00-9:00 p.m.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Asn

'BGSU ATHLETIC BAND^

Listing Available for the
2006 & 2007 School Year
by our office &
pick up the
Now Listings.

Considering himself a "professional homosexual" whe
is being his extreme, Estrad;
believes he is being "tht
American dream."
"I'm being my extremity anc
that's not a gay thing, it's noi
American, it's human," he said.
However, doing a one-mar
show can have its challenges
Estrada added.
"Things go wrongall the time
improvisation is your friend or
stage," he said. "When things gc
wrong, sometimes it can be tht
best thing... because it's real."
Learning to find humor ir
oneself is an element Estrad;
believes holds great significance, especially in his work.
"Laughing at yourself is oni
of the best things people car
learn as a skill," he said.
Estrada's show holds greai
meaning to him personally a;
well.
"It's the beginning of mj
masterpiece — a trilogy," h(
said pointing at a large mirroi
on stage, he compared himsel'
to it. "That's my job as an artist
to reflect."
Estrada believes great benefits can be gained by this presentation.
"When I do this, I see a wholi
audience worth of people wh<
could be my next seventh icon,'
he said.
"The more you look at people's differences, the more yoi
realize that we're all the same."
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BG SPORTS

MONDAY

FOOTBALL
Saturday

October 24,
2005

4 p.m. against Akron

VOLLEYBALL
Tuesday
7 p.m. ai Cleveland Stale

Friday

www.bgnews.com/sports

7 p.m. at Ohio University

Saturday

BOWIINC GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

7 p.m. at Kent State

MEN'S SOCCER
Wednesday
3 p.m. against Cleveland State

Sunday

FOOTBALL

I p.m. against IPFW

HOCKEY
Thursday
7 p.m. against Ferris State

Friday

7 p.m. at FerrisState

WOMEN'S SOCCER
iTiday
3 p.m. ai Toledo

WOMEN'S GOLF
Monday

Bearcat invitational

SWIMMING/DIVING
Friday
5 p.m. against Toledo

Saturday

I p.m. against Eastern Mich.

CROSS COONTRY
Saturday
MAC: Championships at DcKalb

Garcia gets
revenge in
return to
Cleveland

Falcons suffer separation anxiety
Jacobs separates
shoulder and Falcons
implode in loss
By Sean Corp
SPORTS EDITOR

What a difference a year
makes — and sometimes even
a single play.
The Western Michigan
Broncos, just 1-11 last season, pounded the broken
and battered Bowling Green
State University Falcons 4514, dominating BG after they
knocked their biggest star,
Omar lacobs, out of the game
with a separated shoulder late
in the first quarter.
The loss was the first home
defeat in the regular season
for the Falcons since Nov. 3
when they lost 21-24 to the
Miami RedHawks.
Suddenly a team that
looked to have a stranglehold
on the MAC West will have
to really step up for the last
four games to reach their ulti-

mate goal — winning a MAC Akron is uncertain.
Championship.
That one play — a double
"We still have control of our whammy of a fumble returned
dest i ny," coach Gregg Brandon fora touchdown and losing the
said after the game. "We've biggest key to your offensive
still got to understand that we engine — appeared to leave
can still be where we want to the Falcons shell-shocked.
The Broncos reeled off 31
be in December, but we really
have to step up on both sides unanswered points.
"It happened so
of the ball."
quick," said senior
Things were looking relatively bright
linebacker
Ted
Piepkow. "It was like
for the Falcons in the
a meltdown in every
first quarter. Already
phase of the game
up 6-0 the Falcons
were again marching
and we weren't able
to handle it."
down the field when
The Broncos were
Jacobs dropped back
to pass and scram- OMAR JACOBS led by freshman quarJUNIOR
bled to his left trying
terback, Tim Hiller,
who was making his
to find an opening
in the defense. WMU's Matt first start of the season and
Ledeman caught Jacobs and threw for 258 yards and three
slammed him into the ground touchdowns and also ran
forcing a fumble that was for 38 yards on the ground.
taken back by Ameer Ismail He was able to hook up with
WMU's star receiver Gregg
53 yards for a touchdown.
Jacobs did not return for the Jennings eight times for 162
rest of the game. His status for yards.
this Saturday's game against
Jennings biggest play came

on an 89 yard bomb. He was
the only receiver in the formation and blew past the Falcon
secondary, caught the ball at
around midfield and sprinted
his way into the endzone.
You could sum up coach
Gregg Brandon's thoughts
about all the events of the
evening into one word — disappointing. It was a theme he
revisited many times in his
postgame press conference.
"To just get dominated like
that at home — and we had a
great crowd — it's just really
disappointing," he said.
"We've struggled all year
defensively to stop the run.
That is our Achilles heel right
now. We can't get off the field
and it's really disappointing."
Coach Brandon said he was
taken by surprise by the fumble, the injury, and how the
team responded the rest of
the way.
"Things were happening
FALCONS. PAGE 7
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DISAPPOINTED: Bowling Green
coach Gregg Brandon didn't
have much to be happy about
on the sidelines during the
Falcons' lopsided defeat.

By Tom Withers
IHE ASSOCIATtO PRESS

CLEVELAND — He silenced
the boos with his ami, legs and
even' trick in his playbook. And
as his new fans cheered wildly,
Jeff Garcia strutted off the field
a victorious and validated quarterback.
For Garcia, revenge couldn't
have been sweeter — or come in
a better place.
Garcia — released by the
Browns in February—came back
and got some payback by running for a touchdown while leading the injury-ravaged Detroit
IJons to a 13-10 win yesterday
over the careless Browns.
"It was a great feeling to be
back, and to be able to do it in
Cleveland made it extra nice,"
Garcia said. "I'm not going to
hold anything back. I play the
game with a certain passion."
Garcia, making his first start
this season in place of loey
Harrington, scored on a 1-yard
keeper in the first half, Jason
Hanson kicked two field goals
— the second a 50-yarder in the
fourth quarter — and the Lions
(3-3) overcame some key injuries
to stay atop the NFC North.
Detroit's defense intercepted
three of Trent Dilfer's passes,
sacked him four times and held
the Browns to 174 total yards.
"We just fell apart," said Browns
ninning back Reuben Droughns,
who ran for 100 yards.
After missing Detroit's first
five games with a broken left leg,
Garcia returned to practice this
week and got the starting nod
from lions coach Steve Mariucci,
who has run out of patience with
an ineffective I larrington.
Mariucci made it clear after the
game that he'll stick with Garcia
"If he feels good tomorrow
and is healthy enough to practice this week," Mariucci said.
"He's our QB."
Harrington, who had started
37 consecutive games, isn't happy
with the demotion.
"I'm disappointed," he said.
'This is a different position for
me, but it won't beat me."
Garcia'soneseasonin Cleveland
was marred by inconsistent play,
a feud with offensive coordinator Terry Kobiskie and personal
issues, including a trial involving
his Playboy playmate girlfriend,
who had a bar fight with another
woman over the QB.
But the 35-year-old was able to
put it all behind him, dancing his
way out of trouble and mailing
just enough plays to get the Lions
to .500. Garcia finished 22-of-34
for 210 yards, didn't turn the ball
over and wasn't sacked.
His biggest play came late in
the fourth, when he stepped away
from a possible safety and comLIONS. PAGE 8
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Broncos
play
flawless
football
By Ryan Aulullo
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

tunities a piece.
Horrell stayed strong in net
and continued to make big
saves on good Buckeye scoring
chances.
"First off, to rebound right
from the first power-play goal
they get shows quite a bit," said
Paluch of Horrell's play. "To
withstand the early pressures
of playing on the road — but I
thought he did a great job with
his rebound control tonight.
There were a lot of shots from
within tight that he kept in
safer areas, didn't allow too
much back."
Much of the success in net
on the night also came from a
defensive adjustment BG made
where the defensemen played
back in the neutral zone more
instead of coming up into the
offensive zone on rushes like
they had been in their three
previous games.
It was an adjustment
aimed at preventing the oddman rushes and breakaways
that had plagued them in

During the week, Western
Michigan coach Bill Cubit
makes note of all the minor
things his team does wrong in
practice.
Not wearing the correct
shoes or shirt, showing up
late. Cubit documents it all.
Last week as the Broncos
prepared for an away game at
Bowling Green, the first-year
coach wrote down just one
minor infraction committed
by his team.
It was arguably one more
mistake than they made
Saturday.
Western Michigan, winners
of just one game a year ago,
not only upset but pounded
the Falcons 45-14 at rjoyt Perry
Stadium. It was the Falcons'
worst loss in Gregg Brandon's
three years at the helm.
"It's absolutely incredible,"
Cubit said. "I (old the guys
when we do the right things,
this is what happens."
Fifty weeks ago, the Broncos
visited BG and left with a
resounding 52-0 setback.
Cubit, who was fotmeriy the
offensive coordinator and
quarterback coach at Stanford,
said the score could have been
much worse if BG didn't ease
up in the second half.
On Saturday, true freshman quarterback Tun Hiller
completed 16-of-25 passes
for 258 yards and three touchdowns. His go-to guy was Greg
Jennings, who caught eight
passes for 162 yards and a pair
of touchdowns. Jennings had
156 yards on seven catches in
the first half.
"It's just an exciting feeling,
especially with what happened when we came here
last year," said WMU nose
tackle Paul Moersch. "We
stuck together and played
hard for 60 minutes. I'm just
so proud of my teammates."
The Broncos, whose
only win last year was in
the season-opener against
lowly Tennessee Martin,
improved to 4-3 overall and
2-2 in the Mid-American

HOCKEY. PAGE 7
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FIGHT FOR THE PUCK: Sophomore Michael Hodgson tries to get in the way of Ohio State's Bryce Anderson, junior, Thursday night in their CCHA
opener against the Buckeyes. The Falcons lost the contest in Bowling Green 7-2, but earned a 2-2 tie in the match at Ohio State on Friday.

Falcons split series with 2-2 tie
Tie ends Falcons' 10
game losing streak
against the Buckeyes
By Kevin Shields
lEroitEi

One night after being embarrassed in their league-opener
at home, the Falcons used solid
goaltending and better defensive play to earn themselves
a 2-2 tie against third-ranked
Ohio State in Columbus on
Friday night.
The tie eartied BG (0-3-1, 01-1) a big early season point
in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association standings
and ended a 10 game losingstreak to the Buckeyes (2-1-1,
1-0-1) which had dated back
to the 2001-02 season. A streak
which has plagued fourth-year
coach Scott Paluch as the point
is the first he has taken from
the Buckeyes in his first nine
attempts.
"I thought it was a terrific
college hockey game and real
important game for our club
after last (Thursday) night,"

Paluch said. "This has been and take it one shot at a time."
an extremely tough place for
After giving up the goal to
us to play the last couple of Hood, Horrell's sharpness in
years and I think our guys net was big for the Falcons as
really rallied this morning. I'm they took advantage of two
really proud of how our team Buckeye mistakes to take a 2-1
responded tonight."
lead to the first intermission.
Jon Horrell made the start
Alex Foster tied the game
for the Falcons in
up just 1:01 after
net and earned first 7 basically
Hood'sgoalwhenhe
star honors on the
stole the puck in the
just
told
night after stopping
right OSU circle and
41-of-43 shots he
myself to fed it to Jonathan
faced. This included
who
stay sharp. Matsumoto,
making 19 saves
fed it back to Foster
on 20 shots as the Just to keep
behind the net who
Buckeyes came out the puck out then stuffed it in
and out-shot BG
between the right
of the net post and the right
20-4 in the opening
stanza.
legofOSUgoaltenand take it der
Kyle Hood capiDave Caruso.
one
shot
at
a
talized on OSU's
Matsumoto
first power-play of
picked up two
time."
the night beating
assists on the night
Horrell on a hard JON HORRELL SENIOR as he would also
shot from the right
assist on Mike
point to give the Buckeyes an Falk's goal at 17:37 to give BG
early 1-0 lead just 2:26 in, but the lead.
Horrell would not be flustered.
A lead which would last
"I basically just told myself throughout the second period
to stay sharp," he said. "Just to as both teams failed to score
keep the puck out of the net despite four power-play oppor-
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Turner struggles in BG's loss

Broncos a different team

FALCONS. FROM PAGE 6

BRONCOS. FROM PAGE 6

week you prepare yourself as if
you're starting, but you never
know."
Turner said he was well prepared for what he was going to
see against the Broncos, but
the tempo of the game was
much different.
"The tempo of the game, it
changes, from practice to the
game time it changes a lot. And
that is something I will have
to get used to for next week,"
he said.
He also said that going into a
practice week with knowledge
that he has a high probability
be starting against Akron will
change one thing about his
preparation.
"I will definitely be watching a whole lot more film." he
said. "And things during practice will have to be a whole lot
sharper. I'm not saying they're
not sharp, they just have to be
sharper," he said.

pretly fast. Thai's football, I
mean, guys get hurt," he said.
"You've got to overcome that."
Redshirt freshman Anthony
Turner replaced lacobs, throwing for 242 yards, but also
throwing two intorceptions
deep in Bronco territory.
"He scrambled around and
made some plays, made some
throws, but he also didn't do
some things," said coach Gregg
Brandon of Turner's performance. "We've got to put him
in a situation where he can use

his ability."
Turner said he was excited to
get his first opportunity to get
some extended playing time,
we was just hoping it would
be because the Falcons had
blown a team out.
"It's an adrenaline rush
and your heart drops at the
same time," he said. "But every

Julie DiFraiKO BG Nevis

ON THE RUN: Turner exhibited
flashes with both his arm and legs,
but threw two costly interceptions
against the Broncos.

Conference. The Falcons are
now 4-2 and still hold the
lead in the MAC East with a
3-1 mark.
Many will point to an injury
suffered to BG's Ail-American
quarterback Omar lacobs as the
main reason for the Broncos'
surprise victory. Jacobs left the
game in the first quarter with
a separated shoulder and did
not return. At that time, Western
led 7-6.
"He didn't play defense and
we scored 45 on the other side."
Cubit said. "So 1 feel pretty good
about that."
On the play he got injured,
lacobs was sacked by Matt
Ludeman, and fumbled the
ball at Western's 47-yard
line. Western's Ameer Ismail
scooped up the loose ball and
raced 53 yards for the go-ahead
score, making it 7-6.

"Our whole game plan was
to get to him and get some
hits on him," Ismail said. "I
think our game plan was good
enough to win with Omar and
without him."
Hiller, a native of Orville in
central Ohio, started for the
first time on the road this season after replacing Cubit's son.
Ryan, who was injured earlier
this year.
On the first play following
an interception by teammate
Cornelius Robinson, Hiller
hooked up with lennings for an
89-yard touchdown to give the
Broncos a 21-6 lead with 8:28
remaining in the first half.
"It's the reason I came to
Western, for opportunities like
this," Hiller said. "I'm definitely
enjoying it right now. It was a
great game and a ton of fun."
"Every time a guy caught the
ball down the field it seemed
like there was a major collision."

Cubit said, That was the hardest
h111ing defense I've been around
in all my years of coaching, bar
none. I don't care where it was
at. When those guys caught the
ball there was some pretty good
collisions."
The Broncos, coming off a
bye week, had (wo weeks to
prepare for BG. However, it
was also two weeks they had
to think about their last game
— a crushing 60-57 loss to Ball
State in five overtimes on Oct.
8. Mucrsch said the Broncos
could have went on a downward spiral after the defeat but
opted to refocus themselves on
the remaining schedule.
"I can't say I expected it,"
Moersch said of the lopsided
score. "Obviously, we came in
here M illi the mind set to get a
victory. I'm not surprised at all
that we won the game. 1 know
this team is just getting better
every week."

Falcons end losing streak with solid play against OSU
very active on the penalty-kill
as they held the OSU powerplay to 1-8 on the night by lying
down in front of shots and
giving Horrell the site lines he
needed.
"I got a lot of help from our
defensemen, the penalty-kill
stepped it up big time," he said.
"We didn't give them a lot of

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 6
Thursday's 7-2 loss.
"That was one of the biggest
downfalls last night giving up
the odd-man rush," Matsumoto
said. "Tonight (Fridayl being
able to cut down on that helped
out tremendously."
BG's defensemen were also

Eferseteo® ore

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

-

M
32EEI
™ Studio apartments available!

Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Ik

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25' TV
Furl cable - S207month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

second chances, they let me see
the puck and they made it easy
to make saves."

Unfortunately
for
the
Falcons, the OSU penalty-kill
also continued to dominate like
it had the night before holding
Bl, scoreless on seven powerplay opportunities which prevented them from cushioning

their lead.
The Buckeyes would make
BG pay for the lack of scoring
as lohn Dingle tied the game
up at 2-2 with a one-timer from
the high slot at 4:03 of the third
period.
Both teams would fail to
score the rest of the way and
would play a scoreless five-

minute extra frame though
Matsumoto had a chance to
win the game go off the right
post with less than a minute
left in the overtime.
OSU would out-shoot BG 4319 on the night.
"I think their goaltender did
a good job," OSU coach lohn
Markell said. "Obviously you

put 43 shots on net. you only
get two goals — they may have
found their goalie. The pucks
just didn't go In the net tonight
as easily as they did Thursday."
BG wili next hit the ice when
they host Ferris State Thursday
night in the first game of
another
home-and-home
league series.

2005-2006
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!
Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!

THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

Condominiums for rent!
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
SSfjO-S/OWmontfi plus utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
One year lease minimum
1 Bedroom

•
•
•
•
•

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

..and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

419-352-1520

Him
LISTINGS FOR 2006
NOW AVAILABLE
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses

SIGNUPSTARTS0CT.25™20
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Black Swamp Pub 9am - 4:3(i|)m

SMRTS
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Garcia key to Lions' victory
LIONS, FROM PAGE 6
pleted a 10-yard pan to Scottic
Vines, one of the Lions' backup
wide receivers, for a first down.
Because of injuries, Detroit was
down to its Nos. 4 and 5 receivers,
but darcia was able to buy himself time to throw in the pocket
and made completions when it
appeared he had nowhere to go.
"He made some plays when it
looked like we had him," Browns
linebacker Andra Davis said.

TV BT, \r». .ill (v- kf).i«in|ri> »icpi
»!> em-true in- ilut diM.nnun.iW o> tn.ouf.fc
ili«rir"in,ii««i Ry.iinU an> imlmdual a fnvp
on ihc husn nt rjic. **». n***. treed, 'chf i«n.
nju-ful ofipn, Kiiul MNMoa, MMQ1,
Ml J- * MMM, .* M Ihc hi»i* <1 jn> i*hcf
kiMlK pri'Wiled MM

Help Wanted

Services Offered
Pregnant' Confidential. Itee & professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673

Get paid to think
Make S75 taking on line surveys
www money-author com

Personals

M( ther of 3 children ages 3.5 & 8
needs sitter t -2 days a week.
times will vary.
In Perrysburg 419-878-3484

All girl band looking for a
keyboardist Call Styx at
419-494-9679

Travel
"fLSprins Break Website! Low
Prices guaranteed Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free' Group discounts
'' e •www.SpnngBreakDiscounts
com or wwwXelsureTours.com or
800-838-8202
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S2991 Includes Meals.
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules' On Campus Reps Needed'
promocode: 31
www SprmgBreakTravel com
1-800-678-6386.
CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499' Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks.
Biggest Celebrity Parties! OnCampus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode 31
www SpringBreakTravel com
1-800-678-6386

brought to you by
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Tony Oeiak AP Photo
The same can't be said of
DIVING: Lions quarterback Jeff Garcia played his first game of the
Browns quarterback Trent Dilfer,
season and proved to be a difference maker, with a diving TD run.
who was 10-of-19 for 73 yards
Phil Uawson kicked a 30-yard
and threw three interceptions.
"In 1999 and 2(K)(> we just
The Browns (2-4) didn't get a
field goal to put the Browns
weren't good enough. We didn't
first down in the Second half until
up 3-0.
have Ihc talent," he said. "We've
only 9:52 remained.
But Pre lily, who later left the
got the talent now. We
"It was jus! one misgame with a dislocated wrist,
just don't play smart,
take of many," said Dilfer,
picked off Dilfer and the Lions
that's it."
who has eight turnovers
drove to the I, where Mariucci
Before
pregame
in the past three games.
decided to go for it on fourth
warmups.
Garcia
"We all took our turn
and goal. Garcia faked an inside
huddled with thirdmaking mistakes."
handoff, and alter surveying the
string rookie QB Dan
Cleveland's
only
Oriovsky and tight ends line for a second, sprinted right
touchdown came on
and dived in untouched.
Manns Pollard and
rookie Joshua Cribbs'
The play was designed to he a
JEFF GARCIA
Casey Fit/Simmons in
90-yard kickoff return
pass, but when no one got open,
the tunnel leading to
Quarterback
in the second quarter.
Garcia made somethinghappen
I he held.
Browns cornerback
"Let's go out and take care of himself.
Daylon McCutcheon. one of business,'' Garcia shouted.
"You keep your fingers crossed
only (wo players on Cleveland's
when he's running around out
But the Browns took control
roster since 1999. is tired of the early as Droughns ran for 67
there,'' Mariucci said. "But he
losing.
makes plays."
yards in the first quarter and

Classified Ads
372-6977

The Daily Crossword
Fix HAfOR
hmuaht to vou bv L/MVvy I 1

■

"HiaA what he does."

I The BG News

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Student Work
Immediate Openings
SiV75base/appt. flex, sched. cust
sales/ service, all ages 17 & older.
conditions apply. 419-861-6134

Pagliats & Campus Poiiyeyes
want to thank you tor showing your
parents, friends. & sibs the best of
BG this past weekend!

For Sale

Help Wanted

01 Escort ZX2 2 dr pr sunroof 5 spd
37 mpg 82 K mi. prem sound w/ 6
pk CD changer S5295
419-409-1038

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

85 Toyota Camry. Order, 4 OR. Auto. Runs Perfect. Dependable. $850.
419-354-1669

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Carl
Now paying drivers S800-S3200 a
month Pick up your free car key
today www freecarkey com

For Rent

PvtllmtWariholHEti.
GreenLme Foods. Irtc located in BG
is seeking pan time warehouse help
from Nov 1 through the first of the
year Will work with school schedule, some weekends required. If interested please call Jill at 419-3541149 or complete an application at
12700 S Dixie Hwy Bowling Green,
OH 43402. E.O.E.

"S199.00 Mo.. Next to campus also
a 3 & 6 Bdrm .houses all next to
campus & Avail NOW Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm 2nd Sem. 1 .2.
& 4 Bdrm apts +rooms
1 bdrm in 2bdrm apt on E Wooster
for sublease. $347/month * elec
419-575-1053 for more info
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1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
26
27
28
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33
36
37
38
39
40

Tableland
Prod
Don or Samuel
In the thick ot
Jason's craft
Bottled spirit?
Cardinal of legends
Fairy-tale creature
Pub preference
Vanity
Paired up
Interferes
Curds' partner
Mtn. stat
Luau dish
Martial arts school
Durable trousers
Actress Laura
Building beam
The yoke's on them
White with age
Like a lot

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
49
53
56
57
58
59
62
63
64
65
66
67

Lady's title
Novelist Zola
Sorted by dimension
Wood-shaping tool
Gizmo
Cookie treats
Old Turkish title
Comforting words
Texas A&M student
"Dream On" co-star
Shortly
Play charades
Ranked player
Raises one's voice
Habitually complaining
"Taxi" co-star
Oyster's pnze
Hautboy
Jakarta's island
Utah city near Provo
Rib
Trade show
Dynamic starter?
Australia's location
"_ la vista, baby!"
Soiled
Sly

Agile
Off course
Twinkle
Head cover
NBC classic
_-Magnon
Caesar's accusation
Rear
Riga native
Thanksgiving tuber
Lennon's Yoko
Watch for
Mel Blanc voice
Mediterranean island
Coup d'_
Feast the eyes on
Bridge support
Bryan Ferry's group.
Passing buck?

Powerful man
One way to communicate
Overcharge
I give up!
Fireplace tool
Aladdin's possession
On vacation
Like some orders
Tnnidad spnnter
Bddon
Pentagon grp.
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56K DIAL UP
<o 95/MO)NT.I-I;

IH T E R njET m $ER VICE)
c^iMww.dacor.iiat
or call 419.352.3568

COMPUTER REPAIRS

:. «'i Wn-il wanscrnr Bawling Rrnan

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

"Houses Lg & Sm Avail all next to
campus. 06-07 S Y (Multiple studs
unrelated OVER 3 ALLOWEDI Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm/ Listings
avail 2417 at 316 E Merry 13.

3 and 4 bedroom house and
apartment available now
419-353-8206

Subleaser wanted begining Jan 1st
1 bedroom house 319 1/2 Ridge St
Good location 216-798-2442 Alex

Low Monthly Rentals

812 3rd St Close to BGSU.
newly painted, 3 BR. 1 Bath,
privacy lenced in ok yard.
S840/ mo +dep you pay util.
Call Mary 419-474-7775

$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract

Sublet 3 bdrm. 2 bath furnished apt
on Thurstin till May '06. S800/mo *
util 419-358-8205

Please Call 419-352-5211

Very nice house legal for 7 1/2
block from Founders. Avail August
06 12 mo lease 419-352-6992

TWO BEDROOM RENTALS
Available Immediately to August 5.2006 Noon or Immediately to May 6,2006 Noon

GREAT LOCATIONS
ONE PERSON RATES
Starting at $400.00 per month, deposit $400.00
.

TWO PERSON RATES

Starting at $470.00 per month, deposit $470.00
THREE PERSON RATES .

AN
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Spaghetti
& Meatballs

With Garlic Bread and Caesar Salad.
♦ From 4 f»m until 9 pm *

SI

ncr

|M 11 I 1 I

S

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS!
Sup.fJed'1
Locations

Super Jeds I:

2531 S. Reynolds Rd.
Toledo, OH 43614

Super Jeds II:

35 E. Alexis Rd.
Toledo, OH 43612

45 Bock Bay
$450,000 Williamsburg on the
River. Awesome can only describe
this beautiful home on the lake.

419-353-5100
Now Leasing lor
Spring & Fall'06

Victoria Luhring: 419.4o0.5587
Eileen O'Boyl* 419.385.0180
Office: 1 888.405 4693
LuhringObex.net
Visit this home at:
toledoh omtt or soU.c o m

"Ilu- I'l.uv in I ;ir"
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!

'rent is the some price for famished, partially farmthed or unfurnished

::■■■■
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■ ■ ■ ii

:: ■ !■ !' i i -D

JOHN NKWLOVK RKAI. KSTATE, INC.
319 E Woo*'*' St>«* • Iwotcd Acron From Toco M
Houn Mortctoy to f nday 8 30 fo 5 30 Solwday 8 30 to 5 00

The Enclave Apartments

In Downd.wn Bowling Circen

Smoking & Non-SmoJcinjj
Dining Rooms

Starting al $530.00 per month, deposit $530.00

SOSocuri!) Deposit
Hem from S299
www.collegeparkweb.com

FIGHT THE
FLU!
«^iPr Get your Flu Shot at
VOthe Student Health Service

On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

AT THIS TIME ONLY HIGH RISK

*

FREE HEAT

THE
TANNING
CENTER
itr-t^ U, S*a I960

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
People at high risk for influenza include asthmatics,
diabetics, immunosuppressed, and over 65.
AWy4 KX Ott

BEGINNING WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 12 TO OCTOBER 24

10 Bed Visits

N

n

3>

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 Ii*

Injections given: Mon., Tue., Wed., Thur. 8 am - 7 pm
Friday 9:20 am - 4 pm

'-$19?.?.

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Mam
J54 '559
* iioonfli

ROOM*

AvAiUblc.

SOUTHSIW LAUNDROMAT
993S Main

COST: $15
Payable ONLY by cash, check, credit card, or bursar
THE HEAT

MUST HAVE YOUR STUDENT ID

904E.Wooster
4I9-JVHS88

HMM HOOTHl

Phone: (419) 372-2271 to make an APPOINTMENT for your flu shot.

i

